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Hormones - the soundtrack of your emotion  
Hormone + emotion = feelings 

 
So what are feelings telling you to do? 

What are our feelings telling you we are? 
What are our feelings telling you to see?

 
Feelings are not you. Feelings are a convoluted mess of files, pictures, old traumas, failures,
unfinished business, unsolved mysteries and unrequited or lost love. Feelings are also your
desires, hopes, joyful experiences and memories and fantasies of love. As well as loss and

pain recorded in the brain.
 

This builds your identity, what you identify with you become. 
This is your personality that creates your personal reality. 

 
Feelings are NOT your intuition. 

 
You are either participating in life or living through the anticipation of life.

 
Participating - present (balance) 

Anticipating - past or future (imbalance)  
NEED based desires - imbalance
WANT based desires - balancing 

IS (I allow)- balanced 
Lecture to understand this. 

 
Feelings are based on resonance. If you see a flower your brain will tell you what a flower

is to you and what you are to a flower . 
 

If there is pain, loss or trauma with a flower ever and it is unresolved you will have a
“feeling” about it that has absolutely nothing to do with the flower or you.

 
The unbalanced brain uses judgement to determine reality. It lives in the past and assumes
based on similar vibration (situations, people and circumstances). It reacts based on tone

or appearance and is a shallow perception of what is actually happening.
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Judgement (fear)-instant reaction through subconscious unconscious state
 self protection through assumption - Like judging a book by its cover.

A balanced brain uses discernment to determine reality

Discernment (peace) - notice, pause, become present, observe, comprehend, decide. 

So feelings should not be trusted until balance returns.
You are not your feelings and when you believe they are, your mind is controlling you.

So what do feelings feel like? And what hormones are triggered to give us the sensation of
reality?

At the end of the day the more your brain is unbalanced the more your whole body is in
total chaos. The chaos is always trying to create order. The order is usually driven by fear
and fear drives the NEED for balance.

In order to know where our hormones are messed up we have to look at the male and
female hemisphere. If they are wounded through the early years of turning themselves
down then the other side must overcompensate. Balance is the constant quest for the body
regardless of what you are thinking or wanting.

And once the brain connection becomes wounded, emasculated, disempowered,
abandoned or rejected you will literally begin to live out this movie through the
associated gender outside of you as a reflection.

And just because the way the mind creates stories based on its own awareness it is usually
completely untrue to what was actually happening. 

Think like this ..A balanced brain is sovereign. An imbalanced brain is like having a toddler
. You may feel sovereign but that toddler is the alpha of your time, freedom, money, and
health (sleep)

You end up living around the toddler, this is your brain's addictions you become enslaved
by.
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The complicated part is this. ...

If you believe you were abandoned - you will become a perpetrator (commitment issues, or
needy) 

If you believe you were rejected - you will become a victim (Reject them before they reject
you, introverted, fear of other people's perception of you. Fear of failure, overgiving and
rescuing) 

And to make things more complicated you believe you were both! So this inner conflict
creates a life of victim perpetrator behavior towards you and comes from you.

If you go deeper with me in the practitioner training I will be teaching much more about
how all this works, but for now the reason that this is important is that this is creating the
lack of balance and coherence of the brains together. you are going to have to let go of the
idea that your feelings are intuition. 

I will explain the hormones here used to give you the feels and drive to behave.

The hormones associated with your feelings are what is weighing you down, literally.

Many of you are highly intelligent but unable to comprehend information due to this
imbalance.

Many of you are full of gifts and knowledge that you are afraid to share. 

Knowledge is not wisdom. Wisdom comes from action and completion.

So to make this very simple let's use our builders of manifestation here to show you what
hormones you use to build reality from joy, fear, confusion, anger resentment, humiliation ,
shame or guilt, 
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7 steps to manifestation
Desire- female
Vision- female
Intention- female
Imagination- female and male
Inspired action - male
Dive into service -male
Surrender -male and female

I AM allowed - balanced brain

Serotonin - created from a feeling of connection within - I am safe, at peace and I observe
in curiosity. I have a choice. My desires are provided for.

Dopamine - Created from completion of successful action - I am satisfied and content.
Neutral, balanced, relaxed, Chill, calm, rational, understanding, allowing 

Oxytocin - Created during passionate connection - I am love - through touch and share,
passion, ecstasy - I Am connected 

Melatonin - (created through dark) I am eternal (used to turn outer world off and inner
world on) 

Cortisol - (created from energy stores such as sugar and joy play)- I am the fuel - I instigate

Adrenaline - (created to give the body MORE energy ) I am the power (engine) 

Testosterone - (Created from inspired action of divine femine) I am the builder, provider
protector-confidence 

Oestrogen - (created from masculine fertilization) - I am the grower, I store, I nurture - I am
humble  

Now this was a balanced version of what these hormones are capable of.A perfect harmony
of inner peace and creative abilities, energy to create and presents to participate in life.
Desire based on abundance rather than lack.
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If the brain becomes imbalanced, these same hormones will turn on you and themselves.
Not intentionally but the way they are designed it will end up destroying the rhythm of the
connection between the heart and brain.

LIfe becomes about craving, needing, lacking, waiting, anticipation through hope and
anticipation through fear of more abandonment and rejection 

Enter in the addicted brain:
You will develop addictions to the feelings instead of what is real.

As you can see they are highly influential to the body's growth, health, rhythm and mood.

Let's look at a version of these same hormones running from a victim thought or mindset
(belief) 

Serotonin (DEPLETED) - Only created from outside drugs, food, stimulation, provided
security and disappears when digested or on our own.. Serotonin can be created through
meditation, pure desire, fantasy, visualization. It can be generated from a focused inner
dialogue and music. 

It is not being created organically. Therefore you will be addicted to something or many
things that produce this hormone. 

Security
Touch
Sugar 
Fat 
Protein 
Fantasy 
Confirmation from others
Attention from others 
Exercise 
Drugs 
Vacating 
Witnessing joy   
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Dopamine - accessed through the release of energy such as exercise or finishing tasks,
orgasm or new energy taken in such as food, supplements and drugs or outside comfort,
music.
Dopamine can be created from imagined scenarios. 
Exercise
Comfort foods
Attention
Orgasm
Music
Touch
Comforts 

Oxytocin - hugs lasting more than 29 seconds, healing touch, Gama mediation state,
anticipation of love 

NEW connections of love, sex, in rythmic flow of something - art, dance, singing,
communicating as one.

Adrenaline - fight, flight or freeze, aruging, rushing, worried, conflicted, confused, humiliated,
shameful, resentment, angry, trapped, misunderstood, judged and judging, attacking, being
attacked …..triggered by anticipation of loss or rejection. 

Testosterone - used to build, defend, retreat, run, fight, hide, destroy, force, act out.

Oestrogen- used to grow EVERYTHING! Makes everything BIGGER 

Adrenaline uses both testosterone and oestrogen to build and grow. When you are not
utilizing ardinline through action you are building and growing scenarios, and stories. You
are not growing your life. 

Addictions from imbalance will be : regardless of good or bad, healthy or hurtful.

Anything that gives you peace
Anything that gives you safety
Anything that gives you energy 
Anything that helps you check out 
Anything that helps you check in
Anything that gives you attention 
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